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Have spoken w/Carolyn (overall permission) and Todd (Finn-coverage issue) and both are OK with a potential 

DC-Review Board/Ligonier-family trip in late May when Carolyn is in Atlanta for the IDSA's annual trade show. 

The only condition is that I leave after Carolyn leaves and get back before Carolyn gets back. She departs on 

Monday, Memorial Day (the 25th) and doesn't get back to Phoenix until the following Sunday, May 31st.This 

means I could theoretically work Tuesday through Friday of that week. I would use the TWA free ticket and 

(because the govt. wouldn't be paying for my ticket) could wave the per diem, if that would be helpful. The 

Board, in return, would have to put me up.If you think this would be worth attempting, from the FBI Team's 

point of view, then let me know and advise how you suggest I proceed. I'd be happy to e-mail Jeremy myself 

w/the offer, or to let you do it if you think that's more appropriate.The only catch in the above scenario is that 

I can't make reservations w/my free TWA ticket until 7 days before the flight, so the possibility exists that no 

flights will be available, or that the flights available will constrain/restrict my travel schedule and the number 

of days I can work. So we might all agree with this plan and it could still fall through.Let me know, at your 

leisure, what you think.Hope all is well. Bob is in Korea and will come back with a life-partner. Wild. Who'd 

have thunk it?? The sheer unpredictability of Life (or the potential for unpredictability) is awe-inducing. As the 

Reverend Jesse would say: keep hope alive.
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